
eRHIC Design Concept

• eRHIC is based on the RHIC complex: Storage ring (Yellow Ring), injectors, ion 
sources, infrastructure, which need only relaBvely few modificaBons and 
upgrades

• A (5-18) GeV electron storage ring & its injectors are added to the RHIC 
complex è Ecm = (20-140) GeV

• To minimize risk, the eRHIC design is opBmized under the assumpBon that 
each beam will have the parameters (in parBcular beam-beam tune-shiU) 
that have been demonstrated in collisions in other colliders

• The requirement to store electron beams with a variable spin paWern 
requires an on-energy, spin transparent injector

• The total power of synchrotron radiaBon of the electron beam is assumed to 
be limited to 10 MW. This is a design choice. 

The eRHIC design goal has been adapted to  
reach the upper limit of the EIC White Paper 
luminosity range: L= 1034  cm-2s-1 with strong 
hadron cooling
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➤ How are the sea quarks and gluons, and their spins, distributed 
in space and momentum inside the nucleon?

➤ Where does the saturation of gluon densities set in?

➤ How does the nuclear environment affect the distribution of 
quarks and gluons and their interactions in nuclei?

•

White Paper (2012)
Accardi et al, arXiv:1212:1701 
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• The total power of synchrotron radiaBon of the electron beam is assumed to 
be limited to 10 MW. This is a design choice. 

The eRHIC design goal has been adapted to  
reach the upper limit of the EIC White Paper 
luminosity range: L= 1034  cm-2s-1 with strong 
hadron cooling

15

➤ High luminosity: (~1034 cm−2 s−1)
➤ Variable CM energy: ~20 — ~100 GeV 

upgradable to ~140 GeV
➤ Highly polarized ~70% electron and nucleon 

beams
➤ Protons and other nuclei
➤ Possibility of more than one interaction region

White Paper (2012)
Accardi et al, arXiv:1212:1701 

EIC at BNL



OVERARCHING TMD QUESTIONS

How to identify 
universal proton 

structure properties 
from measured 

kT-dependence? 

What is the 2D 
confined transverse 

motion of quarks and 
gluons inside 

a proton? 

How does 
the confined 

motion 
change along with 

probing x, Q2? 
How is the motion correlated with  
macroscopic proton properties, as 

well as microscopic parton 
properties, 

such as the spin? 

Can we extract 
QCD color force 
responsible for 
the confined 

motion?

6
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BNL Report (2017)
Aschenauer at el, arXiv:1708.01527

the high statistical precision, it will be critical to
constrain experimental systematic uncertainties
to below a few percent [19].

Figure 12 uses simulated data to clearly
demonstrate the EIC’s impact on the knowledge
of the integral of the proton’s quark and gluon
spin contributions for 10�6 < x < 10�3 versus the
contribution to the orbital angular momentum for

the range 10�3 < x < 1. A dramatic shrinkage
of the uncertainties in the parton helicities is seen
with the largest energy reach. The underlying rea-
son for this rapid shrinkage can be traced to the
very unstable behavior of g1(x,Q2) due to the lack
of data at small x shown in Fig. 10. Data obtained
in the small x region constrain this behavior.

3.2 Spatial Imaging of Quarks and Gluons

The parton structure of the proton changes
significantly across the QCD landscape sketched
in Fig. 1 of Section 2.2. We illustrate schemati-
cally in Fig. 13 how varying x from high values
(x ⇠ 1) to low values (x ⇠ 10�4) at a given res-
olution scale Q2 of a few GeV2 reveals the com-
plex many-body structure of quarks and gluons in-
side the proton. The structure revealed by dialing
down in x changes from the valence quark domi-
nated regime, to a regime where the proton’s con-
stituents are gluons and sea quark-antiquark pairs
generated through QCD radiation, and finally at
small x to an intrinsically nonlinear regime where
the gluon density is so large that the gluons radi-
ate and recombine at the same rate.

10-2 10-1 1

Valence Quark
Regime

Radiation Dominated 
Regime

Non-Linear Dynamics
Regime

10-310-4
x

Figure 13: The development of the internal quark and
gluon structure of the proton going from high to low
x. Decreasing x corresponds to increasing the center-
of-mass energy.

High luminosities at the EIC, combined with
a large kinematic reach, open up a unique oppor-
tunity to go far beyond our present largely one
dimensional picture of the proton. It will enable
parton “femtoscopy” by correlating information
on parton contributions to the proton’s spin with
their transverse momentum and spatial distribu-
tions inside the proton. Such three dimensional

images have the potential to radically impact our
understanding of the confining dynamics of quarks
and gluons in QCD. This is because one will be
able to probe, with fine resolution Q2, parton dy-
namics as a function of impact parameter in the
proton, out to length scales where their interac-
tions are no longer weakly coupled but become
increasingly strongly coupled generating the phe-
nomena of chiral symmetry breaking and confine-
ment.

The three dimensional parton structure of
hadrons is uncovered in DIS by measurements of
exclusive final states, wherein the proton remains
intact after scattering o↵ the lepton probe. The
transverse position of the scattered quark or gluon
is obtained by performing a Fourier transform of
the di↵erential cross-section d�/dt, where t is the
squared momentum transfer between the incom-
ing proton and the scattered proton. Examples
of exclusive processes are deeply virtual Compton
scattering (DVCS) and the exclusive production
of vector mesons. These are illustrated in Fig. 14.

The nonperturbative quantities that encode
such spatial tomographic information are often
referred to as Generalized Parton Distributions
(GPDs) and are defined at a nonperturbative fac-
torization scale that separates the nonperturba-
tive information encoded from perturbative dy-
namics at short distances. Powerful renormaliza-
tion group arguments, analogous to those of the
DGLAP equations for the one dimension parton
distributions, can be employed to understand how
the three dimensional dynamics encoded in the
GPDs changes as this factorization scale is var-
ied [22,23].

GPDs provide important insight into the three

15
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Figure 2: Left: The range in x vs. Q2, accessible with an EIC in polarized e+p collisions compared to past
(CERN, DESY, SLAC) and existing (JLAB) facilities as well as to polarized p+p collisions at RHIC. Two di↵er-
ent energy ranges from 22–63 GeV (hatched) and from 45–141 GeV (beige) are indicated. Right: The kinematic
acceptance in x vs. Q2 of completed lepton-nucleus(DIS) and Drell-Yan (DY) experiments, as well as JLAB-12
(all fixed target) compared to the EIC acceptance in two energy ranges, 15–40 GeV (hatched) and from 32–90
GeV (beige).

DIS for a range of EIC energies in e+p collisions
(with and without polarized protons) is shown in
Fig. 2 (left). The kinematic reach in e+A colli-
sions is shown in Fig. 2 (right). For e+p the two
energy ranges depicted are, i) a high energy range
of center-of-mass range of

p
s = 45-141 GeV, and

ii) a lower energy range of
p
s = 22-63 GeV. In

e+A collisions o↵ heavy nuclei, the correspond-
ing low energy center-of-mass range is

p
s = 15-40

GeV and the higher energy range is
p
s = 32-90

GeV. Diagonal lines on the plot represent lines of
constant “inelasticity” y. In the rest frame of the
proton (or nucleus), the inelasticity is the ratio of
the energy carried by the virtual photon divided
by the energy of the incoming electron. Figure 2
(left) also shows the x-Q2 values for which data are
available from fixed target DIS polarized e+p ex-
periments as well as from polarized p+p collisions
at RHIC. Correspondingly, Fig. 2 (right) shows the
x-Q2 values for which data are available from fixed
target e+A collisions. In both cases, for Q2 > 1
GeV2, there are no data below x ⇠ 5 ·10�3. Alter-
nately, for Q2 = 1 GeV2, the kinematic reach of
the EIC would exceed extant world data by nearly
two orders of magnitude for polarized e+p scatter-
ing and a factor of 50 for e+A collisions. Thus,
a region that is currently terra incognita for the
extraction of gluon distributions and for the study

of gluon saturation will become available for pre-
cision measurements at the EIC.

1 10 210

1<10

1

10

Q2 (GeV2)

xg
(x

,Q
2 )

CTEQ14 NNLO

x = 0.1

x = 10-2

x = 10-3
x = 10-4

no DIS data 
for given x

Figure 3: Proton PDFs of gluons as functions of Q2 for
various x values as derived by the CTEQ collaboration
in NNLO [6].The bands indicate the uncertainties in
our knowledge of gluon PDFs. They are colored in the
range where the relevant DIS data (HERA) is available.

Even though gluons, unlike quarks, do not
couple directly to electromagnetic probes, we can
learn about their properties from “scaling vio-
lations”. These in particular describe changes
in quark distributions with Q2 and Bjorken x.
The evolution of gluon distributions with Q2 ex-
tracted from these scaling violations is described

7

BNL Report (2017)
Aschenauer at el, arXiv:1708.01527

low energy span
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DIS for a range of EIC energies in e+p collisions
(with and without polarized protons) is shown in
Fig. 2 (left). The kinematic reach in e+A colli-
sions is shown in Fig. 2 (right). For e+p the two
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p
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the energy carried by the virtual photon divided
by the energy of the incoming electron. Figure 2
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periments as well as from polarized p+p collisions
at RHIC. Correspondingly, Fig. 2 (right) shows the
x-Q2 values for which data are available from fixed
target e+A collisions. In both cases, for Q2 > 1
GeV2, there are no data below x ⇠ 5 ·10�3. Alter-
nately, for Q2 = 1 GeV2, the kinematic reach of
the EIC would exceed extant world data by nearly
two orders of magnitude for polarized e+p scatter-
ing and a factor of 50 for e+A collisions. Thus,
a region that is currently terra incognita for the
extraction of gluon distributions and for the study

of gluon saturation will become available for pre-
cision measurements at the EIC.
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Even though gluons, unlike quarks, do not
couple directly to electromagnetic probes, we can
learn about their properties from “scaling vio-
lations”. These in particular describe changes
in quark distributions with Q2 and Bjorken x.
The evolution of gluon distributions with Q2 ex-
tracted from these scaling violations is described
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the high statistical precision, it will be critical to
constrain experimental systematic uncertainties
to below a few percent [19].

Figure 12 uses simulated data to clearly
demonstrate the EIC’s impact on the knowledge
of the integral of the proton’s quark and gluon
spin contributions for 10�6 < x < 10�3 versus the
contribution to the orbital angular momentum for

the range 10�3 < x < 1. A dramatic shrinkage
of the uncertainties in the parton helicities is seen
with the largest energy reach. The underlying rea-
son for this rapid shrinkage can be traced to the
very unstable behavior of g1(x,Q2) due to the lack
of data at small x shown in Fig. 10. Data obtained
in the small x region constrain this behavior.

3.2 Spatial Imaging of Quarks and Gluons

The parton structure of the proton changes
significantly across the QCD landscape sketched
in Fig. 1 of Section 2.2. We illustrate schemati-
cally in Fig. 13 how varying x from high values
(x ⇠ 1) to low values (x ⇠ 10�4) at a given res-
olution scale Q2 of a few GeV2 reveals the com-
plex many-body structure of quarks and gluons in-
side the proton. The structure revealed by dialing
down in x changes from the valence quark domi-
nated regime, to a regime where the proton’s con-
stituents are gluons and sea quark-antiquark pairs
generated through QCD radiation, and finally at
small x to an intrinsically nonlinear regime where
the gluon density is so large that the gluons radi-
ate and recombine at the same rate.

10-2 10-1 1

Valence Quark
Regime

Radiation Dominated 
Regime

Non-Linear Dynamics
Regime

10-310-4
x

Figure 13: The development of the internal quark and
gluon structure of the proton going from high to low
x. Decreasing x corresponds to increasing the center-
of-mass energy.

High luminosities at the EIC, combined with
a large kinematic reach, open up a unique oppor-
tunity to go far beyond our present largely one
dimensional picture of the proton. It will enable
parton “femtoscopy” by correlating information
on parton contributions to the proton’s spin with
their transverse momentum and spatial distribu-
tions inside the proton. Such three dimensional

images have the potential to radically impact our
understanding of the confining dynamics of quarks
and gluons in QCD. This is because one will be
able to probe, with fine resolution Q2, parton dy-
namics as a function of impact parameter in the
proton, out to length scales where their interac-
tions are no longer weakly coupled but become
increasingly strongly coupled generating the phe-
nomena of chiral symmetry breaking and confine-
ment.

The three dimensional parton structure of
hadrons is uncovered in DIS by measurements of
exclusive final states, wherein the proton remains
intact after scattering o↵ the lepton probe. The
transverse position of the scattered quark or gluon
is obtained by performing a Fourier transform of
the di↵erential cross-section d�/dt, where t is the
squared momentum transfer between the incom-
ing proton and the scattered proton. Examples
of exclusive processes are deeply virtual Compton
scattering (DVCS) and the exclusive production
of vector mesons. These are illustrated in Fig. 14.

The nonperturbative quantities that encode
such spatial tomographic information are often
referred to as Generalized Parton Distributions
(GPDs) and are defined at a nonperturbative fac-
torization scale that separates the nonperturba-
tive information encoded from perturbative dy-
namics at short distances. Powerful renormaliza-
tion group arguments, analogous to those of the
DGLAP equations for the one dimension parton
distributions, can be employed to understand how
the three dimensional dynamics encoded in the
GPDs changes as this factorization scale is var-
ied [22,23].

GPDs provide important insight into the three

15
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➤ SIDIS measurements add two more 
dimensions: z and PT

➤ The ranges [zmin, zmax], [PT min, PT max] 
should be tested in impact studies 
along side with detector simulations

➤ TMD factorization has a variable qT = 
PT/z that allows to test applicability of 
TMD factorization

➤ It is important that EIC probes 
transition from TMD to collinear 
factorization regime. As such EIC is 
the unique facility to allow for such a 
study, from qT << Q to qT ~ Q
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Figure 2: Left: The range in x vs. Q2, accessible with an EIC in polarized e+p collisions compared to past
(CERN, DESY, SLAC) and existing (JLAB) facilities as well as to polarized p+p collisions at RHIC. Two di↵er-
ent energy ranges from 22–63 GeV (hatched) and from 45–141 GeV (beige) are indicated. Right: The kinematic
acceptance in x vs. Q2 of completed lepton-nucleus(DIS) and Drell-Yan (DY) experiments, as well as JLAB-12
(all fixed target) compared to the EIC acceptance in two energy ranges, 15–40 GeV (hatched) and from 32–90
GeV (beige).

DIS for a range of EIC energies in e+p collisions
(with and without polarized protons) is shown in
Fig. 2 (left). The kinematic reach in e+A colli-
sions is shown in Fig. 2 (right). For e+p the two
energy ranges depicted are, i) a high energy range
of center-of-mass range of

p
s = 45-141 GeV, and

ii) a lower energy range of
p
s = 22-63 GeV. In

e+A collisions o↵ heavy nuclei, the correspond-
ing low energy center-of-mass range is

p
s = 15-40

GeV and the higher energy range is
p
s = 32-90

GeV. Diagonal lines on the plot represent lines of
constant “inelasticity” y. In the rest frame of the
proton (or nucleus), the inelasticity is the ratio of
the energy carried by the virtual photon divided
by the energy of the incoming electron. Figure 2
(left) also shows the x-Q2 values for which data are
available from fixed target DIS polarized e+p ex-
periments as well as from polarized p+p collisions
at RHIC. Correspondingly, Fig. 2 (right) shows the
x-Q2 values for which data are available from fixed
target e+A collisions. In both cases, for Q2 > 1
GeV2, there are no data below x ⇠ 5 ·10�3. Alter-
nately, for Q2 = 1 GeV2, the kinematic reach of
the EIC would exceed extant world data by nearly
two orders of magnitude for polarized e+p scatter-
ing and a factor of 50 for e+A collisions. Thus,
a region that is currently terra incognita for the
extraction of gluon distributions and for the study

of gluon saturation will become available for pre-
cision measurements at the EIC.
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Figure 3: Proton PDFs of gluons as functions of Q2 for
various x values as derived by the CTEQ collaboration
in NNLO [6].The bands indicate the uncertainties in
our knowledge of gluon PDFs. They are colored in the
range where the relevant DIS data (HERA) is available.

Even though gluons, unlike quarks, do not
couple directly to electromagnetic probes, we can
learn about their properties from “scaling vio-
lations”. These in particular describe changes
in quark distributions with Q2 and Bjorken x.
The evolution of gluon distributions with Q2 ex-
tracted from these scaling violations is described

7
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➤ Not to understate, the EIC is uniquely 
shaped to study both current and 
target fragmentation regions
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Figure 8. Sketch of kinematical regions of SIDIS in terms of the produced hadron’s Breit
frame rapidity and transverse momentum. In each region, the type of suppression factors that give
factorization are shown. (The exact size and shape of each region may be very different from what
is shown and depends on quantities like Q and the hadron masses.) In the Breit frame, according
to eq. (E.7), partons in the handbag configuration are centered on y ≈ 0 if −k2i ≈ k2f = O

(
m2
)
.

The shaded regions in the sketch are shifted somewhat toward the target rapidity yP,b (the vertical
dashed line) to account for the behavior of the rapidities, eq. (E.1), when zN and xN are small.

at different qT and for lower Q. The expectation is that the area near the kinematically

forbidden region, where the final state phase space vanishes, does not readily separate into

distinct regions as in figure 8. So in the below we will focus on kinematics away from those

boundaries. Also, for now we will restrict to large enough Q so that R0 in eq. (4.14) is

negligible, so R1 is the first of the R0-R3 that we will consider here.

For the representative values discussed above (ξ = 0.3, zh = 0.25, ζ = 0.3 and a small

qT = 0.3GeV), values of R1 are shown on the Q vs. xBj contour plot in figure 10. The

trend is as expected: at large Q and not-too-large xBj, R1 remains small for all transverse

momenta, while corrections might be necessary at smaller Q and larger xBj. In addition

to confirming the current-region approximation, which holds valid where collinearity R1 is

small, it is necessary to map out the applicability of large and small transverse momentum

approximations. For this we turn to R2. figure 11 is an example that corresponds to the

same kinematics as figure 10. It confirms basic expectations, such as that what constitutes

“large-qT” grows with Q. It also shows that, while the hadron is in the current region for

most qT as in figure 10 (a,b), the small transverse momentum region shown in figure 11 (a)

is much more restrictive. For qT ! 0.5GeV, R2 is firmly in the small transverse momentum
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Figure 2: Left: The range in x vs. Q2, accessible with an EIC in polarized e+p collisions compared to past
(CERN, DESY, SLAC) and existing (JLAB) facilities as well as to polarized p+p collisions at RHIC. Two di↵er-
ent energy ranges from 22–63 GeV (hatched) and from 45–141 GeV (beige) are indicated. Right: The kinematic
acceptance in x vs. Q2 of completed lepton-nucleus(DIS) and Drell-Yan (DY) experiments, as well as JLAB-12
(all fixed target) compared to the EIC acceptance in two energy ranges, 15–40 GeV (hatched) and from 32–90
GeV (beige).

DIS for a range of EIC energies in e+p collisions
(with and without polarized protons) is shown in
Fig. 2 (left). The kinematic reach in e+A colli-
sions is shown in Fig. 2 (right). For e+p the two
energy ranges depicted are, i) a high energy range
of center-of-mass range of

p
s = 45-141 GeV, and

ii) a lower energy range of
p
s = 22-63 GeV. In

e+A collisions o↵ heavy nuclei, the correspond-
ing low energy center-of-mass range is

p
s = 15-40

GeV and the higher energy range is
p
s = 32-90

GeV. Diagonal lines on the plot represent lines of
constant “inelasticity” y. In the rest frame of the
proton (or nucleus), the inelasticity is the ratio of
the energy carried by the virtual photon divided
by the energy of the incoming electron. Figure 2
(left) also shows the x-Q2 values for which data are
available from fixed target DIS polarized e+p ex-
periments as well as from polarized p+p collisions
at RHIC. Correspondingly, Fig. 2 (right) shows the
x-Q2 values for which data are available from fixed
target e+A collisions. In both cases, for Q2 > 1
GeV2, there are no data below x ⇠ 5 ·10�3. Alter-
nately, for Q2 = 1 GeV2, the kinematic reach of
the EIC would exceed extant world data by nearly
two orders of magnitude for polarized e+p scatter-
ing and a factor of 50 for e+A collisions. Thus,
a region that is currently terra incognita for the
extraction of gluon distributions and for the study

of gluon saturation will become available for pre-
cision measurements at the EIC.
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Figure 3: Proton PDFs of gluons as functions of Q2 for
various x values as derived by the CTEQ collaboration
in NNLO [6].The bands indicate the uncertainties in
our knowledge of gluon PDFs. They are colored in the
range where the relevant DIS data (HERA) is available.

Even though gluons, unlike quarks, do not
couple directly to electromagnetic probes, we can
learn about their properties from “scaling vio-
lations”. These in particular describe changes
in quark distributions with Q2 and Bjorken x.
The evolution of gluon distributions with Q2 ex-
tracted from these scaling violations is described

7
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– Orbital motion. Most TMDs would vanish in the ab-
sence of parton orbital angular momentum, and thus
enable us to quantify the amount of orbital motion.

– Spin-orbit correlations. Most TMDs and related ob-
servables are due to couplings of the transverse mo-
mentum of quarks with the spin of the nucleon (or
the quark). Spin-orbit correlations in QCD, akin to
those in hydrogen atoms and topological insulators,
can therefore be studied.

– Gauge invariance and universality. The origin of some
TMDs and related spin asymmetries, at the partonic
level, depend on fundamental properties of QCD, such
as its color gauge invariance. This leads to clear differ-
ences between TMDs in different processes, which can
be experimentally tested.

The “simplest” TMD is the unpolarized function
fq
1 (x, kT ), which describes, in a fast moving nucleon,

the probability of finding a quark carrying the longitu-
dinal momentum fraction x of the nucleon momentum,
and a transverse momentum kT = |kT |. It is related to
the collinear (“integrated”) PDF by

∫
d2kT fq

1 (x, kT ) =
fq
1 (x). In addition to fq

1 (x, kT ), there are two other TMDs:
gq
1L(x, kT ) and hq

1(x, kT ), whose integrals correspond to
the collinear PDFs: the longitudinal polarized structure
function discussed in the previous section and the quark
transversity distribution. The latter is related to the ten-
sor charge of the nucleon. These three distributions can
be regarded as a simple transverse-momentum extension
of the associated integrated quark distributions. More im-
portantly, the power and rich possibilities of the TMD
approach arise from the simple fact that kT is a vector,
which allows for various correlations with the other vectors
involved: the nucleon momentum P , the nucleon spin S,
and the parton spin (say a quark, sq). Accordingly, there
are eight independent TMD quark distributions as shown
in fig. 16. Apart from the straightforward extension of the
normal PDFs to the TMDs, there are five TMD quark
distributions, which are sensitive to the direction of kT ,
and will vanish with a simple kT integral.

Because of the correlations between the quark trans-
verse momentum and the nucleon spin, the TMDs natu-
rally provide important information on the dynamics of
partons in the transverse plane in momentum space, as
compared to the GPDs which describe the dynamics of
partons in the transverse plane in position space. Mea-
surements of the TMD quark distributions provide infor-
mation about the correlation between the quark orbital
angular momentum and the nucleon/quark spin because
they require wave function components with nonzero or-
bital angular momentum. Combining the wealth of infor-
mation from all of these functions could thus be invalu-
able for disentangling spin-orbit correlations in the nu-
cleon wave function, and providing important information
about the quark orbital angular momentum. One partic-
ular example is the quark Sivers function f⊥q

1T which de-
scribes the transverse-momentum distribution correlated
with the transverse polarization vector of the nucleon.
As a result, the quark distribution will be azimuthally
asymmetric in the transverse-momentum space in a trans-

Fig. 17. The density in the transverse-momentum plane for
unpolarized quarks with x = 0.1 in a nucleon polarized along
the ŷ direction. The anisotropy due to the proton polarization
is described by the Sivers function, for which the model of [79]
is used. The deep red (blue) indicates large negative (positive)
values for the Sivers function.

versely polarized nucleon. Figure 17 demonstrates the de-
formations of the up and down quark distributions. There
is strong evidence of the Sivers effect in the DIS experi-
ments observed by the HERMES, COMPASS, and JLab
Hall A collaborations [80–82]. An important aspect of the
Sivers functions that has been revealed theoretically in last
few years is the process dependence and the color gauge
invariance [83–86]. Together with the Boer-Mulders func-
tion, they are denoted as naive time-reversal odd (T -odd)
functions. In SIDIS, where a leading hadron is detected
in coincidence with the scattered lepton, the quark Sivers
function arises due to the exchange of (infinitely many)
gluons between the active struck quark and the remnants
of the target, which is referred to as final-state interaction
effects in DIS. On the other hand, for the Drell-Yan lep-
ton pair production process, it is due to the initial-state
interaction effects. As a consequence, the quark Sivers and
Boer-Mulders functions differ by a sign in these two pro-
cesses. This non-universality is a fundamental prediction
from the gauge invariance of QCD [84]. The experimental
check of this sign change is currently one of the outstand-
ing topics in hadronic physics, and Sivers functions from
the Drell-Yan process can be measured at RHIC.

2.3.2 Opportunities for measurements of TMDs at the EIC

To study the transverse-momentum–dependent parton
distributions in high-energy hadronic processes, an addi-
tional hard momentum scale is essential, besides the trans-
verse momentum, for proper interpretation of results. This
hard momentum scale needs to be much larger than the
transverse momentum. At the EIC, DIS processes natu-
rally provide a hard momentum scale: Q, the virtuality
of the photon. More importantly, the wide range of Q2

values presents a unique opportunity to systematically in-
vestigate the strong interaction dynamics associated with
the TMDs. Although there has been tremendous progress
in understanding TMDs, without a new lepton-hadron col-
lider, many aspects of TMDs will remain unexplored —or

➤ The characteristic dipole deformation due to the Sivers effect

➤ Visually pleasing and intuitively comprehensive

➤ No suitable way to visualize the impact was found (by the author of the plot at least) 

Yellow Paper (2016) Accardi et al, Eur. Phys. J. A (2016) 52: 268
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➤ PT shape of the Sivers function

➤ Visually pleasing and intuitively comprehensive as a 3D structure

➤ There is a way to show the impact 
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Fig. 21. The transverse-momentum profile of the up quark
Sivers function at five x values accessible to the EIC, and cor-
responding statistical uncertainties.

Figure 21 showed the kinematic reach of the EIC which
would enable a measurement of the transverse-momentum
profile of the quark Sivers function over a wide range in
x, e.g. from the valence to the sea quark region. Note that
fig. 21 showed the total up quark Sivers function, while
fig. 20 shows the valence and the sea quarks separately.

Here, we emphasize the importance of the high Q2

reach of the EIC for SIDIS measurements. Most of the
existing experiments focus on the Q2 range of a few GeV2.
The EIC will, for the first time, reach Q2 values up to
hundreds and more GeV2. This will provide an unique op-
portunity to investigate the scale evolution of the Sivers
asymmetries, which has attracted strong theoretical in-
terests in the last few years [87–92]. As a leading power
contribution in the spin asymmetries, the associated en-
ergy evolution unveils the underlying strong interaction
dynamics in the hard scattering processes. The embedded
universality and factorization property of the TMDs can
only be fully investigated at the EIC with the planned
kinematic coverage in Q2. In particular, the theory cal-
culations including evolution effects agree with the cur-

rent constraints on the quark Sivers function presented in
fig. 21, while they do differ at higher values of Q2 [87–92].
Moreover, a recent study has shown that at the kinemat-
ics of HERMES and COMPASS, the leading-order SIDIS
suffers significant power corrections, which however will
diminish at higher Q2 [92]. This makes the EIC the only
machine to be able to establish the leading partonic pic-
ture of the TMDs in SIDIS.

The kinematic reach of the EIC also allows the mea-
surement of physical observables over a wide transverse-
momentum range. This is particularly important to un-
derstand the underlying mechanism that results in single-
spin asymmetries. Recent theoretical developments have
revealed that both the transverse-momentum–dependent
Sivers mechanism and the quark-gluon-quark correlation
collinear mechanism describe the same physics in the kine-
matic regions where both approaches apply [93, 94]. The
only way to distinguish between the two and understand
the underlying physics is to measure them over wide pT

ranges. The high luminosities at the EIC machine could
provide a golden opportunity to explore and understand
the mechanism of the transverse-spin asymmetries. In ad-
dition, with precision data in a large range of transverse
momentum, we shall be able to study the strong inter-
action dynamics in the description of large-transverse-
momentum observables and investigate the transition be-
tween the non-perturbative low-transverse-momentum re-
gion and the perturbative high-transverse-momentum re-
gion.

Access to the gluon TMDs

Beyond the gluon helicity measurements described in
sect. 2.2, the gluonic orbital angular momentum contribu-
tion would be studied in hard exclusive meson produc-
tion processes at the EIC. The transverse-momentum–
dependent gluon distribution can provide complementary
information on the spin-orbital correlation for the glu-
ons in the nucleon. Just as there are eight TMDs for
quarks, there exist eight TMDs for gluons [95]. Exper-
imentally, the gluon TMDs —in particular, the gluon

Figure 23. (left) Comparison of NNLO RAD extracted in DY fit (NNPDF31), and global fit of DY
and SIDIS (NNPDF31& DSS). Shaded area shows the 1�-uncertainty band. The dashed lines show the
extraction made in refs.[18] and [19] at LO and NNLO of RAD correspondingly. (right) Distribution of
replica points in different fits of RAD. Dashed lines show the mean values of RAD extracted in the global
fit of DY and SIDIS.

Figure 24. Example of extracted (optimal) unpolarized TMD distributions. The color indicates the
relative size of the uncertainty band

plays a crucial role. In this work, we have shown that the TMD distributions and RAD are indeed
universal functions.

In order to confirm the universality statement, we have firstly extracted the RAD (D) and the
unpolarized TMDPDF (f1) from the DY data, and secondly we have used them to describe the
SIDIS data (extracting in addition the unpolarized TMDFF, D1). To our best knowledge, this is
the first clear-cut demonstration of the universality of the TMD non-perturbative components. This
demonstration is the main result of this work. The subsidiary results are the values of extracted
unpolarized TMD distributions and RAD, that could be used to predict and describe the low-qT
spectrum of current (LHC, COMPASS, RHIC) and future (EIC, LHeC) experiments.

The sets of data included in this analysis contain in total 1039 points (almost equally dis-
tributed between SIDIS, 582 points, and DY, 457 points). We have the data from fixed target DY
measurements, Tevatron, RHIC, LHC, COMPASS, and HERMES. Unfortunately, only low-energy

– 49 –
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➤ First moment of Sivers function

➤ Visually comprehensive, but 1D

➤ There is a way to show the impact 
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Fig. 21. The transverse-momentum profile of the up quark
Sivers function at five x values accessible to the EIC, and cor-
responding statistical uncertainties.

Figure 21 showed the kinematic reach of the EIC which
would enable a measurement of the transverse-momentum
profile of the quark Sivers function over a wide range in
x, e.g. from the valence to the sea quark region. Note that
fig. 21 showed the total up quark Sivers function, while
fig. 20 shows the valence and the sea quarks separately.

Here, we emphasize the importance of the high Q2

reach of the EIC for SIDIS measurements. Most of the
existing experiments focus on the Q2 range of a few GeV2.
The EIC will, for the first time, reach Q2 values up to
hundreds and more GeV2. This will provide an unique op-
portunity to investigate the scale evolution of the Sivers
asymmetries, which has attracted strong theoretical in-
terests in the last few years [87–92]. As a leading power
contribution in the spin asymmetries, the associated en-
ergy evolution unveils the underlying strong interaction
dynamics in the hard scattering processes. The embedded
universality and factorization property of the TMDs can
only be fully investigated at the EIC with the planned
kinematic coverage in Q2. In particular, the theory cal-
culations including evolution effects agree with the cur-

rent constraints on the quark Sivers function presented in
fig. 21, while they do differ at higher values of Q2 [87–92].
Moreover, a recent study has shown that at the kinemat-
ics of HERMES and COMPASS, the leading-order SIDIS
suffers significant power corrections, which however will
diminish at higher Q2 [92]. This makes the EIC the only
machine to be able to establish the leading partonic pic-
ture of the TMDs in SIDIS.

The kinematic reach of the EIC also allows the mea-
surement of physical observables over a wide transverse-
momentum range. This is particularly important to un-
derstand the underlying mechanism that results in single-
spin asymmetries. Recent theoretical developments have
revealed that both the transverse-momentum–dependent
Sivers mechanism and the quark-gluon-quark correlation
collinear mechanism describe the same physics in the kine-
matic regions where both approaches apply [93, 94]. The
only way to distinguish between the two and understand
the underlying physics is to measure them over wide pT

ranges. The high luminosities at the EIC machine could
provide a golden opportunity to explore and understand
the mechanism of the transverse-spin asymmetries. In ad-
dition, with precision data in a large range of transverse
momentum, we shall be able to study the strong inter-
action dynamics in the description of large-transverse-
momentum observables and investigate the transition be-
tween the non-perturbative low-transverse-momentum re-
gion and the perturbative high-transverse-momentum re-
gion.

Access to the gluon TMDs

Beyond the gluon helicity measurements described in
sect. 2.2, the gluonic orbital angular momentum contribu-
tion would be studied in hard exclusive meson produc-
tion processes at the EIC. The transverse-momentum–
dependent gluon distribution can provide complementary
information on the spin-orbital correlation for the glu-
ons in the nucleon. Just as there are eight TMDs for
quarks, there exist eight TMDs for gluons [95]. Exper-
imentally, the gluon TMDs —in particular, the gluon

Yellow Paper (2016) Accardi et al, Eur. Phys. J. A (2016) 52: 268
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➤ No plots for EIC (that I found)

➤ A lot of physics and opportunities for impact study

➤ Tensor charge is important 
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FIG. 5. The tensor charges �u, �d, and gT . Our (JAM20) re-
sults at Q

2 = 4 GeV2 along with others from phenomenology
(black), lattice (purple), and Dyson-Schwinger (cyan).

(SIDIS + SIA) ! GLOBAL (where GLOBAL in partic-
ular includes A

⇡

N
), we find gT = 1.4(6) ! 0.87(25) !

0.87(11). This is the most precise phenomenological de-
termination of gT to date.

Remarkably, all of the inferred tensor charges (�u, �d,
and gT ) are in excellent agreement with lattice data.
We stress that the inclusion of A

⇡

N
is crucial in or-

der to achieve the agreement between our results �u =

0.72(19), �d = �0.15(16) and those from lattice. We
emphasize that future experiments will be essential to
reduce the uncertainty associated with extrapolation be-
yond regions constrained by current measurements.
Conclusions. In this letter we have performed the first
global analysis of the available SSA data in SIDIS, DY,
e
+
e
� annihilation, and proton-proton collisions. The

predictive power exhibited by the combined analysis sug-
gests a common physical origin of SSAs. Namely, they
are due to the intrinsic quantum-mechanical interference
from multi-parton states. The success achieved with a
Gaussian ansatz for the transverse momentum depen-
dence further implies that the effects are dominantly non-
perturbative and intrinsic to hadronic wavefunctions. We
also observe that the extracted up and down quark ten-
sor charges are in excellent agreement with lattice QCD.
Moreover, the future data coming from Jefferson Lab
12 GeV, COMPASS, an upgraded RHIC, Belle II, and
the Electron-Ion Collider will help to reduce the uncer-
tainties of the extracted functions and ultimately lead to
a better understanding of hadronic structure.
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➤ Unpolarized cross sections are reliably simulated using Pythia

➤ There is no polarized SIDIS event generator that includes all correlations

➤ Current way is reweighing unpolarized events based of extracted parametrizations

Anselmino et al (2009) EIC estimate @ 10 fb-1  

Parametrization Error estimate

YR effort

➤ Database of both parametrizations and error estimates is highly needed

➤ Expertise exists in our and HEP community and other groups, cooperation is needed

➤ Manpower is needed

s = 45 (GeV)
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AP (2012) EIC estimate @ 10 fb-1  

Pseudodata Impact estimate

YR effort

➤ Different ways on impact estimate are needed to cross-check

➤ Many groups should join and cooperate

➤ Manpower is needed
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Figure 21 showed the kinematic reach of the EIC which
would enable a measurement of the transverse-momentum
profile of the quark Sivers function over a wide range in
x, e.g. from the valence to the sea quark region. Note that
fig. 21 showed the total up quark Sivers function, while
fig. 20 shows the valence and the sea quarks separately.

Here, we emphasize the importance of the high Q2

reach of the EIC for SIDIS measurements. Most of the
existing experiments focus on the Q2 range of a few GeV2.
The EIC will, for the first time, reach Q2 values up to
hundreds and more GeV2. This will provide an unique op-
portunity to investigate the scale evolution of the Sivers
asymmetries, which has attracted strong theoretical in-
terests in the last few years [87–92]. As a leading power
contribution in the spin asymmetries, the associated en-
ergy evolution unveils the underlying strong interaction
dynamics in the hard scattering processes. The embedded
universality and factorization property of the TMDs can
only be fully investigated at the EIC with the planned
kinematic coverage in Q2. In particular, the theory cal-
culations including evolution effects agree with the cur-

rent constraints on the quark Sivers function presented in
fig. 21, while they do differ at higher values of Q2 [87–92].
Moreover, a recent study has shown that at the kinemat-
ics of HERMES and COMPASS, the leading-order SIDIS
suffers significant power corrections, which however will
diminish at higher Q2 [92]. This makes the EIC the only
machine to be able to establish the leading partonic pic-
ture of the TMDs in SIDIS.

The kinematic reach of the EIC also allows the mea-
surement of physical observables over a wide transverse-
momentum range. This is particularly important to un-
derstand the underlying mechanism that results in single-
spin asymmetries. Recent theoretical developments have
revealed that both the transverse-momentum–dependent
Sivers mechanism and the quark-gluon-quark correlation
collinear mechanism describe the same physics in the kine-
matic regions where both approaches apply [93, 94]. The
only way to distinguish between the two and understand
the underlying physics is to measure them over wide pT

ranges. The high luminosities at the EIC machine could
provide a golden opportunity to explore and understand
the mechanism of the transverse-spin asymmetries. In ad-
dition, with precision data in a large range of transverse
momentum, we shall be able to study the strong inter-
action dynamics in the description of large-transverse-
momentum observables and investigate the transition be-
tween the non-perturbative low-transverse-momentum re-
gion and the perturbative high-transverse-momentum re-
gion.

Access to the gluon TMDs

Beyond the gluon helicity measurements described in
sect. 2.2, the gluonic orbital angular momentum contribu-
tion would be studied in hard exclusive meson produc-
tion processes at the EIC. The transverse-momentum–
dependent gluon distribution can provide complementary
information on the spin-orbital correlation for the glu-
ons in the nucleon. Just as there are eight TMDs for
quarks, there exist eight TMDs for gluons [95]. Exper-
imentally, the gluon TMDs —in particular, the gluon
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Figure 21 showed the kinematic reach of the EIC which
would enable a measurement of the transverse-momentum
profile of the quark Sivers function over a wide range in
x, e.g. from the valence to the sea quark region. Note that
fig. 21 showed the total up quark Sivers function, while
fig. 20 shows the valence and the sea quarks separately.

Here, we emphasize the importance of the high Q2

reach of the EIC for SIDIS measurements. Most of the
existing experiments focus on the Q2 range of a few GeV2.
The EIC will, for the first time, reach Q2 values up to
hundreds and more GeV2. This will provide an unique op-
portunity to investigate the scale evolution of the Sivers
asymmetries, which has attracted strong theoretical in-
terests in the last few years [87–92]. As a leading power
contribution in the spin asymmetries, the associated en-
ergy evolution unveils the underlying strong interaction
dynamics in the hard scattering processes. The embedded
universality and factorization property of the TMDs can
only be fully investigated at the EIC with the planned
kinematic coverage in Q2. In particular, the theory cal-
culations including evolution effects agree with the cur-

rent constraints on the quark Sivers function presented in
fig. 21, while they do differ at higher values of Q2 [87–92].
Moreover, a recent study has shown that at the kinemat-
ics of HERMES and COMPASS, the leading-order SIDIS
suffers significant power corrections, which however will
diminish at higher Q2 [92]. This makes the EIC the only
machine to be able to establish the leading partonic pic-
ture of the TMDs in SIDIS.

The kinematic reach of the EIC also allows the mea-
surement of physical observables over a wide transverse-
momentum range. This is particularly important to un-
derstand the underlying mechanism that results in single-
spin asymmetries. Recent theoretical developments have
revealed that both the transverse-momentum–dependent
Sivers mechanism and the quark-gluon-quark correlation
collinear mechanism describe the same physics in the kine-
matic regions where both approaches apply [93, 94]. The
only way to distinguish between the two and understand
the underlying physics is to measure them over wide pT

ranges. The high luminosities at the EIC machine could
provide a golden opportunity to explore and understand
the mechanism of the transverse-spin asymmetries. In ad-
dition, with precision data in a large range of transverse
momentum, we shall be able to study the strong inter-
action dynamics in the description of large-transverse-
momentum observables and investigate the transition be-
tween the non-perturbative low-transverse-momentum re-
gion and the perturbative high-transverse-momentum re-
gion.

Access to the gluon TMDs

Beyond the gluon helicity measurements described in
sect. 2.2, the gluonic orbital angular momentum contribu-
tion would be studied in hard exclusive meson produc-
tion processes at the EIC. The transverse-momentum–
dependent gluon distribution can provide complementary
information on the spin-orbital correlation for the glu-
ons in the nucleon. Just as there are eight TMDs for
quarks, there exist eight TMDs for gluons [95]. Exper-
imentally, the gluon TMDs —in particular, the gluon

s = 45 (GeV)
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the mean and uncertainties of the original exper-
imental data values. Each pseudodata point ~Di is
computed as

~Di ¼ Di þ Riαi; ð29Þ

where for each experiment Di and αi are as in
Eq. (25), and Ri is a randomly generated number
from a normal distribution of unit width. A
different pseudodata set is generated for each fit
in any given iteration in the IMC procedure.

(iii) Partition of pseudodata sets for cross-validation
To account for possible overfitting, the cross-

validation method is incorporated. Each experimen-
tal pseudodata set is randomly divided 50%=50%
into “training” and “validation” sets. However, data
from any experiment with fewer than 10 points are
not partitioned and are entirely included in the
training set.

(iv) χ2 minimization and posterior selection
The χ2 minimization procedure is performed

with the training pseudodata set using the Levem-
berg-Marquardt lmdiff algorithm [45]. For every
shift in the parameters during the minimization

procedure, the χ2 values for both training and
validation are computed and stored along with their
respective parameter values, until the best fit for
the training set is found. For each pseudodata set, the
parameter vector that minimizes the χ2 of the
validation is then selected as a posterior.

(v) Convergence criterion
The iterative approach of the IMC is similar to the

strategy adopted in the MCVEGAS integration [46].
There, one constructs iteratively a grid over the
parameter space such that most of the sampling is
confined to regions where the integrand contributes
the most, a procedure known as “importance sam-
pling.” Once the grid is prepared, a large amount of
samples is generated until statistical convergence of
the integral is achieved.
In Ref. [11] the convergence of the MC ensemble

fakg was estimated using the χ2 distribution. While
such an estimate can give some insight about the
convergence of the posteriors, it is somewhat indi-
rect as it does not involve the parameters explicitly.
In the present analysis, we instead estimate the
convergence of the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix computed from the posterior distributions. To
do this we construct a measure given by

V ¼
Y

i

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Wi

p
; ð30Þ

where Wi are the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix. The quantity V can be interpreted in terms of
the hypervolume in the parameter space that enc-
loses the posteriors, and is analogous to the ensem-
ble of the most populated grid cells in a given
iteration of the VEGAS algorithm [46]. The IMC
procedure is then iterated starting from step 1, until
the volume remains unchanged.

(vi) Generation of the Monte Carlo FF ensemble
When the posteriors volume has reached conver-

gence, a large number of fits is performed until
the mean and expectation values of the FFs con-
verge. The goodness of fit is then evaluated by
calculating the overall single χ2 values per experi-
ment according to

χ2ðeÞ ¼
X

i

"
DðeÞ

i − E½TðeÞ
i &=E½NðeÞ

i &
αðeÞi

#2

; ð31Þ

where E½TðeÞ
i & and E½NðeÞ

i & are the expectation values
of the theory calculation and fitted point-to-point
normalization factors over the Monte Carlo poste-
riors, respectively [see Eq. (27)]. This allows a direct
comparison with the original unmodified data.

Finally, note that while the FF parametrization adopted here
is not intrinsically more flexible than in other global

FIG. 1. Workflow of the iterative Monte Carlo fitting strategy.
In the upper diagram (red lines) an iteration begins at the prior
sampler and a given number of fits are performed, generating an
ensemble of posteriors. After the initial iteration, with a flat
sampler, the generated posteriors are used to construct a multi-
variate Gaussian sampler for the next iteration. The lower
diagram (with blue lines) summarizes the workflow that trans-
forms a given prior into a final posterior.
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➤ Bayesian inference is used

 

➤ Iterative Monte Carlo is then used to perform 
the fit

➤ Large parameter space is sampled

➤ Data is partitioned in validation and training 
sets

➤ Training set is fitted via chi-square  
minimization

➤ Posteriors are used to feed the next iterations

E[O] =

Z
dnaP(~a|data)O(~a)
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➤ Jefferson Lab Angular Momentum Collaboration has developed a robust 
fitting/reweighting methodology based on Bayesian statistical methods 
and machine learning algorithms

➤ Such methodology may prove crucial and essential for our future 
endeavors in studies of the structure of the nucleon and beyond.  

➤ Expectation value and variance estimates:

➤  Bayes’ theorem defines probability density P as

E[O] =

Z
dnaP(~a|data)O(~a)

<latexit sha1_base64="28D/vvR3OyqOIAcoOeY4eM/eTnU=">AAACKXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXxSLUS0lE0ItQFMGbFWwrJLG8bDa6uNmE3U2hxP4dL/4VLwqKevWPuG0jaHVgYZiZx743QcqZ0rb9bk1Nz8zOzZcWyotLyyurlbX1tkoySWiLJDyRlwEoypmgLc00p5eppBAHnHaC2+Oh3+lRqVgiLnQ/pX4M14JFjIA2UrfSOHFzjwDHZwMfH2KPCY3DK4EBj+XmoOb1KMFwh0PQsIO/04W8061U7bo9Av5LnIJUUYFmt/LshQnJYio04aCU69ip9nOQmhFOB2UvUzQFcgvX1DVUQEyVn48uHeBto4Q4SqR5ZtOR+nMih1ipfhyYZAz6Rk16Q/E/z810dODnTKSZpoKMP4oyjnWCh7XhkElKNO8bAkQysysmNyCBaFNu2ZTgTJ78l7R3645dd873qo2joo4S2kRbqIYctI8a6BQ1UQsRdI8e0Qt6tR6sJ+vN+hhHp6xiZgP9gvX5BW0gpEU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="28D/vvR3OyqOIAcoOeY4eM/eTnU=">AAACKXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXxSLUS0lE0ItQFMGbFWwrJLG8bDa6uNmE3U2hxP4dL/4VLwqKevWPuG0jaHVgYZiZx743QcqZ0rb9bk1Nz8zOzZcWyotLyyurlbX1tkoySWiLJDyRlwEoypmgLc00p5eppBAHnHaC2+Oh3+lRqVgiLnQ/pX4M14JFjIA2UrfSOHFzjwDHZwMfH2KPCY3DK4EBj+XmoOb1KMFwh0PQsIO/04W8061U7bo9Av5LnIJUUYFmt/LshQnJYio04aCU69ip9nOQmhFOB2UvUzQFcgvX1DVUQEyVn48uHeBto4Q4SqR5ZtOR+nMih1ipfhyYZAz6Rk16Q/E/z810dODnTKSZpoKMP4oyjnWCh7XhkElKNO8bAkQysysmNyCBaFNu2ZTgTJ78l7R3645dd873qo2joo4S2kRbqIYctI8a6BQ1UQsRdI8e0Qt6tR6sJ+vN+hhHp6xiZgP9gvX5BW0gpEU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="28D/vvR3OyqOIAcoOeY4eM/eTnU=">AAACKXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXxSLUS0lE0ItQFMGbFWwrJLG8bDa6uNmE3U2hxP4dL/4VLwqKevWPuG0jaHVgYZiZx743QcqZ0rb9bk1Nz8zOzZcWyotLyyurlbX1tkoySWiLJDyRlwEoypmgLc00p5eppBAHnHaC2+Oh3+lRqVgiLnQ/pX4M14JFjIA2UrfSOHFzjwDHZwMfH2KPCY3DK4EBj+XmoOb1KMFwh0PQsIO/04W8061U7bo9Av5LnIJUUYFmt/LshQnJYio04aCU69ip9nOQmhFOB2UvUzQFcgvX1DVUQEyVn48uHeBto4Q4SqR5ZtOR+nMih1ipfhyYZAz6Rk16Q/E/z810dODnTKSZpoKMP4oyjnWCh7XhkElKNO8bAkQysysmNyCBaFNu2ZTgTJ78l7R3645dd873qo2joo4S2kRbqIYctI8a6BQ1UQsRdI8e0Qt6tR6sJ+vN+hhHp6xiZgP9gvX5BW0gpEU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="28D/vvR3OyqOIAcoOeY4eM/eTnU=">AAACKXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXxSLUS0lE0ItQFMGbFWwrJLG8bDa6uNmE3U2hxP4dL/4VLwqKevWPuG0jaHVgYZiZx743QcqZ0rb9bk1Nz8zOzZcWyotLyyurlbX1tkoySWiLJDyRlwEoypmgLc00p5eppBAHnHaC2+Oh3+lRqVgiLnQ/pX4M14JFjIA2UrfSOHFzjwDHZwMfH2KPCY3DK4EBj+XmoOb1KMFwh0PQsIO/04W8061U7bo9Av5LnIJUUYFmt/LshQnJYio04aCU69ip9nOQmhFOB2UvUzQFcgvX1DVUQEyVn48uHeBto4Q4SqR5ZtOR+nMih1ipfhyYZAz6Rk16Q/E/z810dODnTKSZpoKMP4oyjnWCh7XhkElKNO8bAkQysysmNyCBaFNu2ZTgTJ78l7R3645dd873qo2joo4S2kRbqIYctI8a6BQ1UQsRdI8e0Qt6tR6sJ+vN+hhHp6xiZgP9gvX5BW0gpEU=</latexit>

V [O] =

Z
dna P(~a|data)[O(~a)� E[O]]2

<latexit sha1_base64="Ktt8Jen2RIfnZZ/KgBpxy286J34=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ktt8Jen2RIfnZZ/KgBpxy286J34=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ktt8Jen2RIfnZZ/KgBpxy286J34=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ktt8Jen2RIfnZZ/KgBpxy286J34=">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</latexit>

P(~a|data) = 1

Z
L(~a|data) ⇡(~a)

<latexit sha1_base64="H+yzI57BRbCL9NgttpJMNkY4S4w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H+yzI57BRbCL9NgttpJMNkY4S4w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H+yzI57BRbCL9NgttpJMNkY4S4w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H+yzI57BRbCL9NgttpJMNkY4S4w=">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</latexit>

Evidence
Z =

Z
dna L(~a|data) ⇡(~a)

<latexit sha1_base64="0zUM6+rplJ8Tfc5p+ruUS1kCs4k=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsAj1UhIRFEQQvXjwoGBVbGKZbDZ2cbMJuxuhxP4VL/4VLx4U8Sb+Gbc1B7U+GHi8N8PMvDATXBvX/XAqY+MTk1PTM9XZufmFxdrS8rlOc0VZi6YiVZchaia4ZC3DjWCXmWKYhIJdhLeHA//ijinNU3lmehkLEryRPOYUjZU6tR24gj3wuTQQXUtA8Heh8CkKOO43/DtGAe8hQoMbA8fPeCludGp1t+kOAaPEK0mdlDjp1N79KKV5wqShArVue25mggKV4VSwftXPNcuQ3uINa1sqMWE6KIYf9mHdKhHEqbJlTx2qPycKTLTuJaHtTNB09V9vIP7ntXMT7wQFl1lumKTfi+JcgElhEBdEXDFqRM8SpIrbW4F2USE1NtSqDcH7+/IoOd9sem7TO92q7x+UcUyTVbJGGsQj22SfHJET0iKUPJAn8kJenUfn2Xlz3r9bK045s0J+wfn8ArkdoCs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0zUM6+rplJ8Tfc5p+ruUS1kCs4k=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsAj1UhIRFEQQvXjwoGBVbGKZbDZ2cbMJuxuhxP4VL/4VLx4U8Sb+Gbc1B7U+GHi8N8PMvDATXBvX/XAqY+MTk1PTM9XZufmFxdrS8rlOc0VZi6YiVZchaia4ZC3DjWCXmWKYhIJdhLeHA//ijinNU3lmehkLEryRPOYUjZU6tR24gj3wuTQQXUtA8Heh8CkKOO43/DtGAe8hQoMbA8fPeCludGp1t+kOAaPEK0mdlDjp1N79KKV5wqShArVue25mggKV4VSwftXPNcuQ3uINa1sqMWE6KIYf9mHdKhHEqbJlTx2qPycKTLTuJaHtTNB09V9vIP7ntXMT7wQFl1lumKTfi+JcgElhEBdEXDFqRM8SpIrbW4F2USE1NtSqDcH7+/IoOd9sem7TO92q7x+UcUyTVbJGGsQj22SfHJET0iKUPJAn8kJenUfn2Xlz3r9bK045s0J+wfn8ArkdoCs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0zUM6+rplJ8Tfc5p+ruUS1kCs4k=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsAj1UhIRFEQQvXjwoGBVbGKZbDZ2cbMJuxuhxP4VL/4VLx4U8Sb+Gbc1B7U+GHi8N8PMvDATXBvX/XAqY+MTk1PTM9XZufmFxdrS8rlOc0VZi6YiVZchaia4ZC3DjWCXmWKYhIJdhLeHA//ijinNU3lmehkLEryRPOYUjZU6tR24gj3wuTQQXUtA8Heh8CkKOO43/DtGAe8hQoMbA8fPeCludGp1t+kOAaPEK0mdlDjp1N79KKV5wqShArVue25mggKV4VSwftXPNcuQ3uINa1sqMWE6KIYf9mHdKhHEqbJlTx2qPycKTLTuJaHtTNB09V9vIP7ntXMT7wQFl1lumKTfi+JcgElhEBdEXDFqRM8SpIrbW4F2USE1NtSqDcH7+/IoOd9sem7TO92q7x+UcUyTVbJGGsQj22SfHJET0iKUPJAn8kJenUfn2Xlz3r9bK045s0J+wfn8ArkdoCs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gjazqb9fmf/ZDT7tTgeWtXiwOuE=">AAACFnicbZBLSwMxFIXv+La+qls3F4vQbsqMGwsiCG5cuKhgtdip5U4m1WAmMyQZoYz9K278K25cKNKd/8a0duHrQODjnITce6JMCmN9/8ObmZ2bX1hcWi6trK6tb5Q3Vy9MmmvGWyyVqW5HZLgUiressJK3M80piSS/jO6Ox/nlPddGpOrcDjLeTehGib5gZJ3VKzfwCg8xFMpifK2QMDzAImQk8XRYDe85Q3rAmCzVxkmYialZ65Urft2fCP9CMIUKTNXslUdhnLI84coyScZ0Aj+z3YK0FUzyYSnMDc+I3dEN7zhUlHDTLSYbDnHXOTH2U+2OG3Xifn9RUGLMIInczYTsrfmdjc3/sk5u+41uIVSWW67Y10f9XKJNcVwXxkJzZuXAATEt3KzIbkkTs67Ukish+L3yX7jYqwd+PTjzYQm2YQeqEMA+HMEJNKEFDB7hGV7hzXvyXrz3r7pmvGlvW/BD3ugT26Genw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gjazqb9fmf/ZDT7tTgeWtXiwOuE=">AAACFnicbZBLSwMxFIXv+La+qls3F4vQbsqMGwsiCG5cuKhgtdip5U4m1WAmMyQZoYz9K278K25cKNKd/8a0duHrQODjnITce6JMCmN9/8ObmZ2bX1hcWi6trK6tb5Q3Vy9MmmvGWyyVqW5HZLgUiressJK3M80piSS/jO6Ox/nlPddGpOrcDjLeTehGib5gZJ3VKzfwCg8xFMpifK2QMDzAImQk8XRYDe85Q3rAmCzVxkmYialZ65Urft2fCP9CMIUKTNXslUdhnLI84coyScZ0Aj+z3YK0FUzyYSnMDc+I3dEN7zhUlHDTLSYbDnHXOTH2U+2OG3Xifn9RUGLMIInczYTsrfmdjc3/sk5u+41uIVSWW67Y10f9XKJNcVwXxkJzZuXAATEt3KzIbkkTs67Ukish+L3yX7jYqwd+PTjzYQm2YQeqEMA+HMEJNKEFDB7hGV7hzXvyXrz3r7pmvGlvW/BD3ugT26Genw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bCTfeJ8yQeFlmwWAKvYywz3ow1E=">AAACIXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbQZDEJswp2NARGCNhYWCsYEczHM7W3Mkr29Y3cvEM78FRv/io2FInbin3ETr1Djg4HHezPMzAsSwbVx3Q9nZnZufmFxabmwsrq2vlHc3LrWcaooq9NYxKoZoGaCS1Y33AjWTBTDKBCsEfRPx35jwJTmsbwyw4S1I7yTvMspGit1ilW4gWPwuTQQ3kpA8I8g8ykKOB+V/QGjgPcQosH9seMnPBf3O8WSW3EngGni5aREclx0iu9+GNM0YtJQgVq3PDcx7QyV4VSwUcFPNUuQ9vGOtSyVGDHdziYfjmDPKiF0Y2XLnjpRf05kGGk9jALbGaHp6b/eWPzPa6WmW21nXCapYZJ+L+qmAkwM47gg5IpRI4aWIFXc3gq0hwqpsaEWbAje35enyfVBxXMr3qVbqp3kcSyRHbJLysQjh6RGzsgFqRNKHsgTeSGvzqPz7Lw579+tM04+s01+wfn8ArfdoCc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0zUM6+rplJ8Tfc5p+ruUS1kCs4k=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsAj1UhIRFEQQvXjwoGBVbGKZbDZ2cbMJuxuhxP4VL/4VLx4U8Sb+Gbc1B7U+GHi8N8PMvDATXBvX/XAqY+MTk1PTM9XZufmFxdrS8rlOc0VZi6YiVZchaia4ZC3DjWCXmWKYhIJdhLeHA//ijinNU3lmehkLEryRPOYUjZU6tR24gj3wuTQQXUtA8Heh8CkKOO43/DtGAe8hQoMbA8fPeCludGp1t+kOAaPEK0mdlDjp1N79KKV5wqShArVue25mggKV4VSwftXPNcuQ3uINa1sqMWE6KIYf9mHdKhHEqbJlTx2qPycKTLTuJaHtTNB09V9vIP7ntXMT7wQFl1lumKTfi+JcgElhEBdEXDFqRM8SpIrbW4F2USE1NtSqDcH7+/IoOd9sem7TO92q7x+UcUyTVbJGGsQj22SfHJET0iKUPJAn8kJenUfn2Xlz3r9bK045s0J+wfn8ArkdoCs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0zUM6+rplJ8Tfc5p+ruUS1kCs4k=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsAj1UhIRFEQQvXjwoGBVbGKZbDZ2cbMJuxuhxP4VL/4VLx4U8Sb+Gbc1B7U+GHi8N8PMvDATXBvX/XAqY+MTk1PTM9XZufmFxdrS8rlOc0VZi6YiVZchaia4ZC3DjWCXmWKYhIJdhLeHA//ijinNU3lmehkLEryRPOYUjZU6tR24gj3wuTQQXUtA8Heh8CkKOO43/DtGAe8hQoMbA8fPeCludGp1t+kOAaPEK0mdlDjp1N79KKV5wqShArVue25mggKV4VSwftXPNcuQ3uINa1sqMWE6KIYf9mHdKhHEqbJlTx2qPycKTLTuJaHtTNB09V9vIP7ntXMT7wQFl1lumKTfi+JcgElhEBdEXDFqRM8SpIrbW4F2USE1NtSqDcH7+/IoOd9sem7TO92q7x+UcUyTVbJGGsQj22SfHJET0iKUPJAn8kJenUfn2Xlz3r9bK045s0J+wfn8ArkdoCs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0zUM6+rplJ8Tfc5p+ruUS1kCs4k=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsAj1UhIRFEQQvXjwoGBVbGKZbDZ2cbMJuxuhxP4VL/4VLx4U8Sb+Gbc1B7U+GHi8N8PMvDATXBvX/XAqY+MTk1PTM9XZufmFxdrS8rlOc0VZi6YiVZchaia4ZC3DjWCXmWKYhIJdhLeHA//ijinNU3lmehkLEryRPOYUjZU6tR24gj3wuTQQXUtA8Heh8CkKOO43/DtGAe8hQoMbA8fPeCludGp1t+kOAaPEK0mdlDjp1N79KKV5wqShArVue25mggKV4VSwftXPNcuQ3uINa1sqMWE6KIYf9mHdKhHEqbJlTx2qPycKTLTuJaHtTNB09V9vIP7ntXMT7wQFl1lumKTfi+JcgElhEBdEXDFqRM8SpIrbW4F2USE1NtSqDcH7+/IoOd9sem7TO92q7x+UcUyTVbJGGsQj22SfHJET0iKUPJAn8kJenUfn2Xlz3r9bK045s0J+wfn8ArkdoCs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0zUM6+rplJ8Tfc5p+ruUS1kCs4k=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsAj1UhIRFEQQvXjwoGBVbGKZbDZ2cbMJuxuhxP4VL/4VLx4U8Sb+Gbc1B7U+GHi8N8PMvDATXBvX/XAqY+MTk1PTM9XZufmFxdrS8rlOc0VZi6YiVZchaia4ZC3DjWCXmWKYhIJdhLeHA//ijinNU3lmehkLEryRPOYUjZU6tR24gj3wuTQQXUtA8Heh8CkKOO43/DtGAe8hQoMbA8fPeCludGp1t+kOAaPEK0mdlDjp1N79KKV5wqShArVue25mggKV4VSwftXPNcuQ3uINa1sqMWE6KIYf9mHdKhHEqbJlTx2qPycKTLTuJaHtTNB09V9vIP7ntXMT7wQFl1lumKTfi+JcgElhEBdEXDFqRM8SpIrbW4F2USE1NtSqDcH7+/IoOd9sem7TO92q7x+UcUyTVbJGGsQj22SfHJET0iKUPJAn8kJenUfn2Xlz3r9bK045s0J+wfn8ArkdoCs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0zUM6+rplJ8Tfc5p+ruUS1kCs4k=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsAj1UhIRFEQQvXjwoGBVbGKZbDZ2cbMJuxuhxP4VL/4VLx4U8Sb+Gbc1B7U+GHi8N8PMvDATXBvX/XAqY+MTk1PTM9XZufmFxdrS8rlOc0VZi6YiVZchaia4ZC3DjWCXmWKYhIJdhLeHA//ijinNU3lmehkLEryRPOYUjZU6tR24gj3wuTQQXUtA8Heh8CkKOO43/DtGAe8hQoMbA8fPeCludGp1t+kOAaPEK0mdlDjp1N79KKV5wqShArVue25mggKV4VSwftXPNcuQ3uINa1sqMWE6KIYf9mHdKhHEqbJlTx2qPycKTLTuJaHtTNB09V9vIP7ntXMT7wQFl1lumKTfi+JcgElhEBdEXDFqRM8SpIrbW4F2USE1NtSqDcH7+/IoOd9sem7TO92q7x+UcUyTVbJGGsQj22SfHJET0iKUPJAn8kJenUfn2Xlz3r9bK045s0J+wfn8ArkdoCs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0zUM6+rplJ8Tfc5p+ruUS1kCs4k=">AAACIXicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsAj1UhIRFEQQvXjwoGBVbGKZbDZ2cbMJuxuhxP4VL/4VLx4U8Sb+Gbc1B7U+GHi8N8PMvDATXBvX/XAqY+MTk1PTM9XZufmFxdrS8rlOc0VZi6YiVZchaia4ZC3DjWCXmWKYhIJdhLeHA//ijinNU3lmehkLEryRPOYUjZU6tR24gj3wuTQQXUtA8Heh8CkKOO43/DtGAe8hQoMbA8fPeCludGp1t+kOAaPEK0mdlDjp1N79KKV5wqShArVue25mggKV4VSwftXPNcuQ3uINa1sqMWE6KIYf9mHdKhHEqbJlTx2qPycKTLTuJaHtTNB09V9vIP7ntXMT7wQFl1lumKTfi+JcgElhEBdEXDFqRM8SpIrbW4F2USE1NtSqDcH7+/IoOd9sem7TO92q7x+UcUyTVbJGGsQj22SfHJET0iKUPJAn8kJenUfn2Xlz3r9bK045s0J+wfn8ArkdoCs=</latexit>

Likelihood function 
L(~a|data) = exp

✓
�1

2
�2(~a)

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="sNxE69lfQzufPTYzLATDjDit0tw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sNxE69lfQzufPTYzLATDjDit0tw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sNxE69lfQzufPTYzLATDjDit0tw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sNxE69lfQzufPTYzLATDjDit0tw=">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</latexit>

Prior

Sato et al., P.R. D94 (16) 114004
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PROGRESS



PROGRESS
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➤ Several groups started working on impact study. Unpolarized cross sections impact 
study, the data are available from Charlotte Van Hulse, Elke Aschenauer.

➤ Database is at initial stage, mostly discussions. Some parametrizations are already 
available:

https://github.com/JeffersonLab/jam3dlib

https://github.com/prokudin/WW-SIDIS

https://github.com/VladimirovAlexey/artemide-public

https://github.com/vbertone/NangaParbat

http://tmdplotter.desy.de
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Identify benchmark for the impact
Identify the format for the database, simulations, plots
Perform the impact/detector study for at least two different 
energies                       and  
Consider two different setups for detectors
Collaborate closely with other WGs
Involve more manpower 

s ≃ 50 (GeV) s ≃ 100 (GeV)


